HANDLING YOUR RATS

ALWAYS HANDLE YOUR RATS CAREFULLY AND CONSIDERATELY, IN A CONFIDENT BUT GENTLE MANNER.

- Never pick up a rat using their tail as they find this stressful, and it can injure them.
- Allow them to investigate your hands in their own time.
- When picking up your rat, let them sniff your hand before gently lifting them up, with one hand placed under the body and the other loosely over their back.
- Never hold your rats at a height; if they jump or fall they can injure themselves.

This pet care sheet has been produced by the RSPCA Companion Animals Department (V1 CAD/KW 11.08.11). This leaflet is provided for general information only and is not intended to be relied upon as specific advice. Whilst we try to ensure that the information is correct, we cannot accept any responsibility for the accuracy of the information, nor for any reliance on or use of the leaflet.